
Response to Intervention

Motivator 2: Classroom 
‘N d ’  St ff  ‘Nudges’: Staff can 
use modest 'nudge' 
techniques at the 
classroom level to 
create a more motivating learning environment.
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Response to Intervention

“ ”Motivation is what gets you 
t t d  H bit i  h t k   started. Habit is what keeps you 

going.going.

Ji  R-Jim Ryun
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Response to Intervention

Classroom Environments: Freedom and ChoiceClassroom Environments: Freedom and Choice
In formal settings such as work and school, people 
often have freedom to decide:often have freedom to decide:

what tasks to engage in  – what tasks to engage in, 
– the manner in which they will complete those tasks, 

and evenand even
– whether to take part at all in a particular activity.
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Sources: Thaler, R. H., & Sunstein, C. R. (2009). Nudge: Improving decisions about health, wealth, and happiness.  New York: Penguin 
Books.



Response to Intervention

‘Choice’ Architecture: Structuring Choice for 
B tt  O tBetter Outcomes

'Choice' architecture is the conscious effort to organize Choice  architecture is the conscious effort to organize 
the work or school environment in a way that increases 
the probability that people will make certain decisions or the probability that people will make certain decisions or 
choose certain actions or activities--over other options.
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Sources: Thaler, R. H., & Sunstein, C. R. (2009). Nudge: Improving decisions about health, wealth, and happiness.  New York: Penguin 
Books.



Response to Intervention

Teachers as 'Choice Architects'
Teachers control a number of classroom factors that 
can encourage students to be 'motivated' to choose 
academic engagement. 
As an example, the arrangement of classroom furniture 

t  t i  t d t 'd f lt' b h i   d k  promotes certain student 'default' behavior: e.g., desks 
in clusters facilitate small-group discussion, while desks 
in traditional rows support large-group lecture and in traditional rows support large-group lecture and 
independent work.
What are some additional factors that can be What are some additional factors that can be 
manipulated to increase student engagement-a.k.a. 
motivation?
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Sources: Thaler, R. H., & Sunstein, C. R. (2009). Nudge: Improving decisions about health, wealth, and happiness.  New York: Penguin 
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Response to Intervention

Teachers as 'Choice Architects'
Examples of lesson elements that can be manipulated 
to increase student engagement and motivation include: 

Sequence of Learning 
Activities

Lesson Duration

Lesson Materials

Opportunities for Peer Opportunities for Peer 
Collaboration
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Sources: Thaler, R. H., & Sunstein, C. R. (2009). Nudge: Improving decisions about health, wealth, and happiness.  New York: Penguin 
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Response to Intervention

The Instructional Challenge: Motivating Students 
SWith a Strategic 'Nudge'

Teachers as choice-architects have the power to p
structure the classroom learning environment in subtle 
but significant ways that can 'nudge' students to make 
h i  th t t  b tt  i t ti l t  choices that promote better instructional outcomes 

(Thaler & Sunstein, 2009).
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Sources: Thaler, R. H., & Sunstein, C. R. (2009). Nudge: Improving decisions about health, wealth, and happiness.  New York: Penguin 
Books.



Response to Intervention

What are examples of classroom 
‘nudges’ that can boost student 
motivation?
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Response to Intervention

Motivating Through ‘Nudges’: Classwide ToolsMotivating Through Nudges : Classwide Tools
1. Choice-Making Proactive 
2. Response Effort
3. Increasing Predictability

Strategies: 
Actions 

4. High-Probability Requests
5 Collaborative Learning

taken 
BEFORE 5. Collaborative Learning

6. Goal-Setting
S f

BEFORE 
the 
academic 7. Supports for Independent 

Work
academic 
task.
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Response to Intervention

Tools to ‘Nudge’: Choice-MakingTools to Nudge : Choice Making
• Description. The teacher provides the class or 

i di id l t d t  ith h i t iti  individual students with choice-opportunities 
when completing in-class academic tasks. 

Offering choice options to students can increase 
d i  ti ti  d f  hil  d i  academic motivation and focus while reducing 

problem behaviors.

11
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Response to Intervention

Tools to ‘Nudge’: Choice-MakingTools to Nudge : Choice Making
• What the Research Says... Many accommodation 

ideas involve the element of student choice  Choice is ideas involve the element of student choice. Choice is 
actually a powerful means of promoting positive student 
behavior. behavior. 

One theory to explain this is that people are wired to 
find choice-making to be positively reinforcing. 
A second theory is that, by allowing choice 
opportunities, we encourage students to structure 
learning activities to match their changing moods and 

f  (K  & St t  2009)  11
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preferences (Kern & State, 2009). 

11
11Source: Kern, L., & State, T. M. (2009). Incorporating choice and preferred activities into classwide instruction. Beyond Behavior, 18 (2), 3-
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Response to Intervention

Tools to ‘Nudge’: Choice-MakingTools to Nudge : Choice Making
Choice-Making: Examples.

• Choose assignment  Give the student a choice between two Choose assignment. Give the student a choice between two 
or more assignment options equivalent in the 'target academic 
skills' required--e.g., allowing the student to prepare a 
summary of the causes of the American War of Independence summary of the causes of the American War of Independence 
as a research paper or PowerPoint presentation (Kern  & 
State, 2009).
S l t  k t  All  th  t d t th  ti  t  l t • Select a work partner. Allow the student the option to select 
one or more individuals to collaborate wit--e.g., classmate, 
older peer, adult mentor--when completing an assignment 

11
(Kern  & State, 2009).

• Choose where to work. Give the student the option of 
completing the assignment in one of several acceptable 
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11completing the assignment in one of several acceptable 

locations--e.g., at desk, at corner table, in the school library 
(Kern  & State, 2009).



Response to Intervention

Tools to ‘Nudge’: Choice-MakingTools to Nudge : Choice Making
Choice-Making: Steps.
Teachers can make student choice-options ‘routine’ by following Teachers can make student choice options routine  by following 
these steps (adapted from Kern  & State, 2009):

1. Create a menu. The teacher creates a master menu of choice-
options appropriate for use in that classroomoptions appropriate for use in that classroom.

2. Screen possible choices. When planning a lesson, the teacher 
scans the list to look for potential choice-options.

3. Select final choices. The teacher selects actual choice-options 
to include in the lesson (e.g., offering 2 equivalent assignments).

4 Insert choice-options  The teacher decides where in the 4. Insert choice-options. The teacher decides where in the 
lesson each choice-option will be inserted.

5. Verify delivery of choice-options. While delivering the lesson, 
the teacher provides selected choice options as planned 11
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the teacher provides selected choice-options as planned.
Sources: Kern, L., & State, T. M. (2009). Incorporating choice and preferred activities into classwide instruction. Beyond Behavior, 18 (2), 
3-11. 11



Response to Intervention

Tools to ‘Nudge’: Response EffortTools to Nudge : Response Effort
• Description. The teacher increases student 

t th h  th d th t d  engagement through any method that reduces 
the apparent difficulty (‘response effort’) of an 

d i  t k  l   th t th d d  t academic task - so long as that method does not 
hold the student to a lesser academic standard 
th  l tthan classmates.

22
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Response to Intervention

Tools to ‘Nudge’: Response EffortTools to Nudge : Response Effort
Response Effort Examples.

‘Ch k’ i t  Th  t h  b k   l  • ‘Chunk’ assignments. The teacher breaks a larger 
student assignment into smaller ‘chunks’. The teacher 
provides the student with performance feedback and provides the student with performance feedback and 
praise for each completed ‘chunk’ of assigned work.

• Begin challenging homework or assigned readings in Begin challenging homework or assigned readings in 
class. Students are paired off and given a brief amount 
of class time to begin the assignment, develop a plan g g , p p
for completing the homework, or engage in other 
activities to create the necessary momentum to 

i  d   l  h  k i d d l 22
www.interventioncentral.org

motivate students to complete the work independently.

15
22



Response to Intervention

Tools to ‘Nudge’: Increased PredictabilityTools to Nudge : Increased Predictability
• Description. The teacher uses strategies to 

ll  t d t  t  di t h t ill h  d i  allow students to predict what will happen during 
the school day—thus decreasing behavior 

bl  d i i  ti tiproblems and increasing motivation.

33
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Response to Intervention

Tools to ‘Nudge’: Increased PredictabilityTools to Nudge : Increased Predictability
‘Increase Predictability’ Examples.

T i i  St d t  i  B i  Cl  R ti  Th  t h  • Training Students in Basic Class Routines. The teacher 
has clearly established routines to deal with common 
classroom activities  These routines include but are not classroom activities. These routines include but are not 
limited to:
– engaging students in meaningful academic activities at the engaging students in meaningful academic activities at the 

start of class (e.g., using bell-ringer activities)
– assigning and collecting homework and classwork
– transitioning students efficiently between activities
– independent seatwork and cooperative learning groups

t d t  l i  d t i  th  l 33
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– students leaving and reentering the classroom
– dismissing students at the end of the period

17
33



Response to Intervention

Tools to ‘Nudge’: Increased PredictabilityTools to Nudge : Increased Predictability
‘Increase Predictability’ Examples.

P idi  S h d l  Wh  t d t  k  th  “ t t  • Providing Schedules. When students know the “content, 
duration, and/or consequences of future events” (Kern 
& Clemens  2007; p  67)  their level of engagement & Clemens, 2007; p. 67), their level of engagement 
rises and problem behaviors decline—a good definition 
of motivation!

Visual schedules appropriate to the student are an 
excellent way to communicate these coming events.

33
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Response to Intervention

Tools to ‘Nudge’: High-Probability RequestsTools to Nudge : High Probability Requests
• Description. High-probability requests are a 

t h i  th t  ti t  t d t  t   technique that can motivate students to engage 
in assigned classwork. 
The teacher first identifies an academic activity 
in which the student typically will not complete 
because of non-compliance.  The teacher then 
embeds within that low-probability activity an 
introductory series of simple, brief 'high-
probability' requests or tasks that this same 

44
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student is likely to complete.
19
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Response to Intervention

‘High-Probability Request’ Examples.
HIGH-PROBABILITY REQUESTS: TO START AN 
ASSIGNMENT. The teacher identifies brief actions associated 

g obab ty equest a p es

with the ‘low-probability’ assignment that the student is likely to 
complete. The instructor delivers a sequence (e.g., 3) of these 
hi h b bili   d ifi  li  b f  high-probability requests and verifies compliance before 
delivering the low-probability request.

SHi-Prob Requests: To Start Assignment
Easy ‘Take out a piece of paper.’
Easy ‘Write your name on your paper.’
Easy ‘Copy the topic description that you see on the 44
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y py p p y
board.’

Challenge ‘Write an introductory paragraph on this topic.’44



Response to Intervention

‘High-Probability Request’ Examples.
HIGH-PROBABILITY REQUESTS: WITHIN AN 
ASSIGNMENT. The teacher selects a ratio of ‘easy-to-

g obab ty equest a p es

y
challenge’ problems or items (e.g., 3: 1). The instructor then 
formats the assignment or worksheet according to the ‘easy-

h ll ’ ito-challenge’ ratio.

Hi-Prob Requests: Within AssignmentHi Prob Requests: Within Assignment
Easy 12 + 14 =?
Easy 21 + 8 = ?Easy 21 + 8 = ?
Easy 3 + 14 = ?
Ch ll 9  7  ? 44
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Challenge 9 x 7 = ? 44



Response to Intervention

Tools to ‘Nudge’: Collaborative LearningTools to Nudge : Collaborative Learning
• Description. Students work in pairs or groups to 

l t  d i  t k   i t  Th  complete academic tasks or assignments. The 
social interactions and support offered by peers 

 b   j  ti ti  fcan be a major motivating force.

55
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Response to Intervention

Tools to ‘Nudge’: Collaborative LearningTools to Nudge : Collaborative Learning
‘Collaborative Learning’ Example.

N b d H d  T th  T h    thi  • Numbered Heads Together. Teachers can use this 
strategy to encourage reluctant students to contribute to 
class discussion  Here is a tutorial in how to use NHTclass discussion. Here is a tutorial in how to use NHT…

55
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Response to Intervention

Motivating Students Through Collaboration: 
N b d H d  T thNumbered Heads Together

The Need. Teacher questioning during whole-group instruction is q g g g p
a key way for instructors to monitor student understanding of 
content. When questioning:
– instructors should use a mix of closed-response queries (i.e., 

limited number of correct responses) and open-response 
ti  (i  id   f t bl   i i  questions (i.e., wide range of acceptable answers, opinions, 

or judgments). 
students should have enough wait time to formulate an – students should have enough wait-time to formulate an 
adequate answer., 
the teacher should provide targeted performance feedback 55
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– the teacher should provide targeted performance feedback 
(Maheady et al., 2006). 55



Response to Intervention

Motivating Students Through Collaboration: 
N b d H d  T thNumbered Heads Together

• Solution. Numbered Heads Together is an instructional 
technique build upon peer collaboration that provides 
the supports and structure necessary to promote 
effective teacher questioning and student responding 
(M h d  t l  2006)  Thi  t h i   b  f l f  (Maheady et al., 2006). This technique can be useful for 
students with emotional/behavioral disorders (EBD) 
(Hunter & Haydon  2013)  (Hunter & Haydon, 2013). 

55
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Response to Intervention

Motivating Students Through Collaboration: 
N b d H d  T thNumbered Heads Together

Procedure:  During whole group instruction  Numbered Procedure:  During whole-group instruction, Numbered 
Heads Together is implemented using the following 
steps: steps

1. Create teams. The teacher divides the class into 4-
person teams. Ideally, each team includes a mix of p y,
high, average, and low-achieving students. Students in 
each team assign themselves the numbers 1 through 
4. (Note: If a team has only 3 members, one student 
takes two numbers: 3 and 4.)

55
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Response to Intervention

Motivating Students Through Collaboration: 
N b d H d  T thNumbered Heads Together

2 State a question The teacher poses separate 2. State a question. The teacher poses separate 
queries to the class. After each question, the instructor 
tells students to "put your heads together, think of the te s stude ts to put you eads toget e , t o t e
best answer you can, and make sure that everybody in 
your group knows that answer.“

3. Allow think-time. The teacher gives students 30 
seconds to discuss an answer in their groups.

55
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Response to Intervention

Motivating Students Through Collaboration: 
N b d H d  T thNumbered Heads Together

4 Elicit student responses The teacher randomly 4. Elicit student responses. The teacher randomly 
selects a number from 1-4 and says, "All number [1, 2, 
3, or 4] students who know the answer, raise your 3, o ] stude ts o o t e a s e , a se you
hand." The teacher then calls on one student with 
hand raised and asks him or her to give the answer. 
The teacher next says, "How many [1, 2, 3, or 4] 
students think that that answer is correct? Raise your 
hand " [Optional: The teacher can call on additional hand." [Optional: The teacher can call on additional 
students with hand raised to elaborate on a previous 
student's answer ] 55
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student s answer.] 55



Response to Intervention

Motivating Students Through Collaboration: 
N b d H d  T thNumbered Heads Together

5 Give teacher feedback Finally  the instructor gives 5. Give teacher feedback. Finally, the instructor gives 
feedback about the answer, e.g., verifying that it is 
correct, elaborating on the answer, providing co ect, e abo at g o t e a s e , p o d g
corrective feedback for an incorrect response.

55
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Response to Intervention

Tools to ‘Nudge’: Goal-SettingTools to Nudge : Goal Setting
• Description. A tool to increase student motivation to 

perform an academic task is to have the student perform an academic task is to have the student 
choose a specific, measurable outcome goal--i.e., 
what they plan to accomplish--before starting the taskwhat they plan to accomplish--before starting the task.
At the end of the work session, the student then 
compares the actual outcome to the previously compares the actual outcome to the previously 
selected goal to judge success. 

This strategy can increase its motivation power when 
the student is also asked to provide specific details 
abo t hen and ho  he or she ill accomplish the 66
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about when and how he or she will accomplish the 
goal (Thaler & Sunstein, 2009).
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Response to Intervention

Tools to ‘Nudge’: Goal-SettingTools to Nudge : Goal Setting
Goal-Setting Examples.

• Writing Task: A student about to begin a writing task chooses Writing Task: A student about to begin a writing task chooses 
the goal of locating at least 3 primary sources for a term 
paper. 

At the end of the work session, he shows the teacher the 4 
sources he actually found.

• In-Class Reading Assignment: A student starting an in-class 
reading assignment comes up with two questions that she 

66
would like to have answered from the reading. 

At the end of the assignment, she turns in written answers to 
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her questions.



Response to Intervention

Tools to ‘Nudge’: Independent Work Toolkit
• Description. When students must work 

independently  they can easily become 'stuck' on 

Tools to Nudge : Independent Work Toolkit

independently, they can easily become 'stuck' on 
challenging items and lose motivation to continue 
working  working. 

Several tools—completed work models; cognitive p ; g
strategy checklists; and fix-up strategies—can help 
the student to maintain motivation and successfully 
complete the assigned work.

77
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Response to Intervention

Tools to ‘Nudge’: Independent Work ToolkitTools to Nudge : Independent Work Toolkit

77
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Response to Intervention

Tools to ‘Nudge’: Independent Work ToolkitTools to Nudge : Independent Work Toolkit

C l t d W k M d l  Th  Completed Work Models. The 
teacher makes exemplars of 
academic work (e.g., essays, 
completed math word problems) 
available to students for use as 
models (Rosenshine  2008)models (Rosenshine, 2008).

77
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Response to Intervention

Tools to ‘Nudge’: Independent Work ToolkitTools to Nudge : Independent Work Toolkit
Cognitive-Strategies Checklists. For 
complex academic tasks requiring complex academic tasks requiring 
several cognitive steps to complete, 
the student  is given a checklist that 
lists each step and instructions for lists each step and instructions for 
completing it. 

Before the activity, the student can be 
prompted to preview the checklist; 
after the activity, the student uses the 

77
after the activity, the student uses the 
same checklist to review the work 
(Alter, Wyrick, Brown, & Lingo, 2008).
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Response to Intervention

Tools to ‘Nudge’: Independent Work ToolkitTools to Nudge : Independent Work Toolkit

Fix-Up Strategies. Students are Fix Up Strategies. Students are 
taught fix-up strategies (Rosenshine, 
2008) to use when the student is 
stuck during independent work (e g  stuck during independent work (e.g., 
for defining unknown words in reading 
assignments, for resolving challenging 

77
math word problems).
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Response to Intervention

Activity: Motivating Through 

Tools to ‘Nudge’ Behaviors
1 Ch i M ki

y g g
‘Nudges’

1. Choice-Making

2. Response Effort

In your groups:
• Discuss which of these ‘nudge’ 

b h i  ld b  t 3. Increased Predictability
4. High-Probability Requests

behaviors would be most 
valuable to share with your 
teachers.

5. Collaborative Learning
6. Goal-Setting

teachers.

7. Independent Work Toolkit 
(Work Models; Cognitive 
St t  Ch kli t  Fi U  
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Strategy Checklists; Fix-Up 
Strategies)


